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A B S T R A C T  
Since 1991 the Gulf war occurred, global concern on human being health and 
environmental damages has continued to increase. This project assesses the damages 
caused by the war to environment. Wars started by countries could bring infinite 
damages to the natural environment; in this project we intend to discuss and clarify our 
viewpoint that” the impacts of war on the environment most have negative effects”. 
We also focus on the fundamental information for understanding the further 
developing trend regarding environmental cases and issues effect by war. We try to use 
empirical experiences to convince people support the viewpoint.   
 
The adverse environmental consequence of heavy bombing as TNT will be introduced 
in classification method. The environmental consequences of heavy bombing are the 
research question of this report. Both social and natural aspects on warfare effects on 
environment will be represented.  
 
To the sustainable and stable developing, reduction of warfare is the key to stop 
damaging environment. Through a successful environmental assessment, we can enact 
more relevant laws to reduce further adverse environmental consequences in future.  
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  A N D  B A C K G R O U N D  
Impact out of war to the environment has huge important different aspects. Before we 
start deep research impacts, the fundamental knowledge of war need to be mastery 
generally. No doubt, modern war is exceedingly destructive both for human beings or 
environmental ecosystems. Most people who decide military actions doesn’t relies the 
impacts of war to the environment. 
 
Military actions have been considered as one of the environmental impacts; more and 
more people attend to study the impact of war on the environment. The environment 
and human lives can be hugely destroyed to the point where the survival of mankind is 
at stake. Those impacts can be investigated as short term and long term, and can be 
either direct or indirect. Obviously, the immediate wars are usually sudden and 
destructive to the environment. The direct impacts include using of the bombs or 
weapons will damage to the ecosystem and the region landscapes, release of the 
pollution to the air and water, waste or destruction of the resource, etc. The indirect 
impacts are always more, varied and take longer than the direct impacts. In the human 
lives part, they may result the land degradation, and people have to migrate even as 
refugees, etc. “Since 1945 there have been about 140 wars. In the 36 years since World 
War 2, the territory of 75 countries and the armed forces of 85 states have been 
involved in war.” People died during the war both for military soldiers or civilian. For 
instance, huge numbers of people were killed 50million people died in World War II. 
(Frank.B 1981) 
BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO WORLD WAR 2  
There are 125,000 people died, half of the buildings and one third industrial factories 
were destroyed in Berlin during the World War II.   
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Figure 1: Iwo Jima, rising the victory flag on the top of the island. 
On February 19th 1945, pacific war between US and Japan on Iwo Jima which is only 
an 8 square miles volcanic island in the south pacific, US marines military forces 
invaded this small island. This war last one month, over 21,000 Japanese soldiers, 
20,703 died and American soldiers were killed during the war, and this battle for the 
island was the most bloodiest and most vicious of the Pacific War. 1 
 
2
 
                                                           
1
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Iwo_Jima#Background 
2
 http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2c/AtomicEffects-Hiroshima.jpg 
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Figure 2: Hiroshima city vision after atomic nuclear bombs. 
On 6 August 1945, two atomic bombs were dropped in the southern of Japan, which 
called Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 100,000 people died in Hiroshima and 40,000 people 
in Nagasaki immediately. Cities might be rebuild developed and rapidly, but the 
atomic fallout to the human-health still remains today .The flora and fauna also 
effected wide. Destruction of the oil during the Gulf War (1990-1991), About 11 
million barrels of the oil released to the Persian Gulf during the war, and polluted 
approximately 1290km of coastline. (Dr A M Mannion, 2003, P. 5-8) The impacts of 
war are not only the numbers of casualty, but environmental destroying also. There are 
some cases we neglected before but should be attached importance to. In the last 
several decades, it is simple for us to collect a large number of environmental damages, 
degradation, depletion and destructions examples which affected by wars.  
 
LEGAL IMPACTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
There are several international environmental protection laws and conventions such as 
“1949 Geneva Conventions, 1977 Environmental Modification Convention, 
Additional protocol 1 to the Geneva Conventions and 1972 World Heritage 
Convention”. (G.Plant 1993) In usual, the environments also are protected by some 
further laws such as “general international law, the law of war, human rights law and 
local laws of each affected country.”3 
 
The impacts of legal obligation protective measures on environmental protection are 
great and prominent, but limited. On one side, the conventions can really restrain the 
warfare and protect the environments. For instance, in Protocol I: “Works or 
installations containing dangerous forces, namely dams, dikes, and nuclear electrical 
generating stations shall not be made the object of attack, even where those objects are 
military objectives, if such attacks may cause the release of dangerous forces and 
                                                           
3
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_and_environmental_law 
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consequent severe losses among the civilian population” .(A.Schwabach 2001) 
 
On the other hand, a wish of the campaign countries to keep vigilant on environmental 
issues during a war or conflicts is really difficult. The targets of the command will 
hardly consider the environmental protection deeply because a loser is possible to 
bring a complete destruction. Compared to success of wars and conflicts, 
environmental damage usually can not consider as main problems. Any how the 
international environmental law and convention is legislated by some organization, 
leading them lack an enormous legal sanction in inborn. But the value of the impacts 
still is distinct. It is necessary and important that the laws and convention in 
environmental protection can continue to expand and develop to improve its impacts. 
More aspects of environmental law will be disscuss in the later chapter. 
ENVIRONMENT DAMAGES, DEGRADATION, DEPLETION AND 
DESTRUCTION 
About 8,000 camels were killed during the Gulf War, the population of camels 
decreased from 10,000 to 2,000 in the region. The population of camels would re-grow 
in a period. This can be classified as degradation. Similarly, about half of the 95,000 
heads reindeer were killed when the German troops occupation of Norway during the 
World War II. In 1960, the population of reindeer re-grew to 90, 000.  
(Linier. G 1993)  
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4
 
The land can be degraded by self-damage during the war. An example of Dutch 
farmland was degraded during the war. First, the Dutch king decided dam broken to 
flood the marching routing of French army in 1672. After, in World War II, the 
German turns same strategy cause that 17 percent of Dutch land flooding with salt 
water. In both cases, the Dutch land was not depleted or totally destroyed, but during a 
period, huge of farmland, crops, and surface soil were damaged and degraded. (Linier. 
G 1993) During World War II, many coral reefs were used for military purpose. 
Obviously, the coral has not been re-established, because the degraded or depleted 
coral may take thousands of years of re-growth. 
 
From these phenomena of war damages described, it is possible for us to recognize 
how huge the environmental damages they are. So the research question will concern 
the consequence of the environmental damage. 
 
The instances mentioned above only represent few wars in the last few decades, and 
heaviness casualty obviously not acceptable both for human being live resources and 
environmental effects. Human being should realize the importance that the 
environmental protection and this project will focuses on how to analyze the 
consequences of warfare to the environment. Heavy bombing is a common using 
                                                           
4
 http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/35/WarGulf_photobox.jpg 
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during a war, therefore we define our problem Question as “What are the environment 
consequences of heavy bombing in warfare?”  
 
In order to answer this rather wide question, taxonomy and induction methods will be 
used to treat with in physical, chemical, biological three aspects. Furthermore, time 
horizon and attitude also will be considered when analyzing. After the assessment, we 
will discuss the consequence and ask some further-questions as: how to decrease the 
adverse consequence? Is it possible for us taking some advantage from the 
consequence? (Because each coin has two sides)  
  
 
M E T H O D O L O G Y  
Methodology is a body of methods or rules which is employed by a subject. This 
chapter will be concerned with the method used and arranged in our project. And it 
should be designed for the program of how to research the question. Methodology will 
organize the entire project to meliorate the efficiency and possibilities of finding the 
solutions. It aims to offer readers the plan and arrangement of the research question. 
How to disposal and solve the problems were described and indicated in the following. 
This chapter frame will be planned as six main sections: research design; research 
method; case study method and application; the limitation of case study; Data 
collection and methodology consideration and weakness  
 
RESEARCH DESIGN  
“Research design is defined the point at which questions raised in theoretical or policy 
debates are converted into operational research projects and research programmers 
which will provide answers to these questions”. (Allen, U 2001) So as an original 
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designer, it will frame the configuration and the process of the project. Like what 
questions should be answered; when the solutions have to be present; where the 
analysis would be expanded. And what is most important is “how you can come from 
here to there.” (Yin R K 2002) It should be logical sequence and relevant to the 
research question. Then our research design just is a systematic planning to interpret 
each useful data become relevantly and logically to the core problem: War and 
Environment. So the basic frame of my project will be abstract -introduction 
-methodology case analysis and discussion –conclusion- perspective –reference list. 
Introduction will be designed as a stage to present our research purpose and question 
and with some necessary background knowledge about war and environmental. Case 
analysis will be designed to analyze the negative impacts on environment because of a 
war or a bombing. Conclusion part will give our solution of the research question with 
our own perspective.  
RESEARCH METHOD 
Research is a program of seeking solution to several questions organized and systemic. 
Normally it can divide into quality and quantity two types. In this project we will care 
the qualitative researches method mostly. And “Qualitative research methods is 
defined a broad term that describes research that focuses on how individuals and 
groups view and understand the world and construct meaning out of their 
experiences”. 5  So it is a method to do the process as “phenomena description, 
recognizing and cognizing the correlative concepts” (Joseph A 2005) And normally it 
can divide into theoretical and empirical two different but relevant parts. 
 
“The theoretical part always is supported by a great deal of experts’ theories, contains 
methodological and theoretical framework.” (Joseph A 2005) “Empirical part, 
supported by practice and experience” (Joseph A 2005) Cases analysis is the common 
use representation which can reflect phenomenon simply which can help us finding the 
solution of research question in empirical ways. Question asking and question solving 
                                                           
5
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/qualitativeresearch 
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should be the core of research. As the question seeking, in the project first, we should 
know something at the surface level, then the next we have to classify them, at last we 
can cognize and know how to deal with them. So they are not only stay at the concept 
level. If when we start to operate the analysis, like useful data collection, case argues, 
classification methods will contribute our project greatly. Additionally, in order to let 
case analysis be logical and compact, the structure will be designed with a lot of 
classification. For instance, as the TNT part, we use attitude, time horizon and target 
three aspects to do the analysis, and each factor still will be classified into several parts. 
Furthermore, useful data collections and relevant acknowledge preparation is essential 
wok in a project program. From the interesting research issues to the research question 
confirmed, it needs a great deal of work.  
CASE ANALYSIS METHOD AND DATA COLLECTION METHOD 
The case study will be the major resort for us to deal with the project   in experience, 
a logical arrangement of case analysis with consideration of the relationship between 
phenomenon and context would take a larger number of the performance for the 
projects work. Case study can rebuilt and explain phenomena directly, but 
predicatively it should be logical and relevant. the consequence of heavy bombing in 
physical, chemical and biological will be classified each through case analyzing such 
as TNT damage and Gulf war .  
 
However, case study is not omnipotent. There are some problems for case study using. 
One-side effect is difficult to be avoided, though there are many methodological 
measures we can take to reduce the one-sidedness: Triangulation, doing critical 
self-reflection, properly selecting counterbalancing source of information, etc.  The 
case chosen in project surely will be considered as what the case can be work for the 
project. But in the real world process, each certainly has two sides’ effects. So it should 
be a weakness of case analysis using because unilateral case analysis certainly will 
reduce the persuasion. Data is the basal resource, which we should rely and depend on 
during our project work. Usually, there are two kinds of data that used: the primary 
data and the secondary data.  
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“Primary resources provide firsthand evidence of historical events. They are generally 
unpublished materials such as manuscripts, photographs, maps, artifacts, audio and 
video recordings, oral histories, postcards, and posters.”6 It means primary data is 
some unique information that no one uses them in past. “Secondary resource is a 
historical work which based on primary sources. The researchers need understand and 
analyze data and then re-use them in the project.” 7 So secondary data normally will 
be use abroad because it is useful to understand some question and attest it simply 
 
As the condition limited, second data seems a better selection for us such as normal 
books and journals from library, some virtual books, observation, and surely it also 
could be the personal opinionate from our supervisor.  The whole projects we try to 
set up base on a multi-resource not rely on one or two only. Because in this way it 
could be improve the credibility of our work. Under the project process, we will 
through describe and analysis this validness data to solve our research question at end. 
And we will care the key word using and data filtration. “Key word means the most 
important element what you want” 8 program of data filtration will be: “research 
abundant data, elementary filter (give up the external irrelevant data), understand and 
analyze data, secondary filter (abandon the faulty data), and use the exactly and 
representative data.” 9 
 
So when I choose the relevant journals or books, we will care if the tile of the books 
has the relationship between our projects? Surely the key word will help us a lot like 
database search in the internet. Here, our research question is: What are the 
environment consequences of heavy bombing in warfare?”Such as environment, 
heavy bombing and warfare will become some search key word. As the data filtration, 
                                                           
6
 http://ipr.ues.gseis.ucla.edu/info/definition.html 
7
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_sources 
8
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_sources 
9
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_sources 
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it is a process to keep some data useful and abandon some unrelated and irrelevant 
through the abundant data collection. 
THE METHODOLOGY CONSIDERATION AND WEAKNESS 
The target of a research should be unambiguous and purposeful. Only Systematical 
and valuable information can help us to reach the valid and scientific question answer. 
This is the reason that we need a clear project methodology. And as the limitation of 
the case analysis, and data collection, through Triangulation, (A.Bleise 2002) 
self-reflection, counterbalancing source electing, it is possible to improve the quality 
of our project. Furthermore we will have some interview data from Danish national 
defense which can add the project reliability value. 
 
A S S E S S M E N T  
ENVIRONMENTAL DESTRUCTION FROM ASPECTS OF PHYSICAL, 
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
Scientific classification is a method to systematically categorize the natural 
environment in physical, chemical, and scientific classification also can be also called 
scientific taxonomy.10  
 
From a taxonomic point of view to categorize the natural environment, it will be 
possible for us to put it into physical, chemical, biological components. In this method, 
we can consider about the environmental damage after war in a systematic way. Here 
we will invest the major three sections breakage on the earth surface part. 
 
                                                           
10
 Definition of scientific classification: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_classification  
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According to Mannion scientific classification theory, we set the following table: The 
physical environment effects includes of weather, climate, water, vegetation and soil 
conditions, it also involved the human habitat, such as water and food supply, 
transportation and communication, living and industrial constructions, etc. The 
chemical environment always relate to air, water, and soil quality. The biological 
environment effects refer to micro and microorganisms and ecological interaction, 
such as the vegetation, wildlife, etc (Dr A M Mannion, 2003, P. 1-3) 
 
Scientific classification 
Weather and Climate 
Soil condition in physical and vegetable 
Water source, human habitat, such as water and food supply 
living and industrial constructions 
Physical 
transportation and communication 
Air quality in chemical 
Water quality in chemical 
Chemical 
Soil quality in chemical 
Micro organisms Species 
Macro organisms 
Biological 
 
Species ecological interaction  
Based on this theory, we have the possibilities to present each environmental 
consequence of war or conflict such as heavy bombing, in a logical ways: physical, 
chemical and biological  
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THE FOREST AREA AND GRASS LAND 
In the forest area and grass land, in physical, the soil and vegetation can be destroyed 
by the heavy vehicles like tanks and armored cars. The bomb will wreck the forest by 
fire and shock wave, meanwhile, the local water and air will be polluted by the duct 
and smog such as what coal pollution produced. Furthermore, it is possible for the 
bombing and heavy vehicles marching to change the local area landform. For a rather 
small region, an exhaustive forest fire or a serried bombing could annihilate a lot. 
 
In chemical, poisonous material surely will destroy the soil, water and air condition. 
Such as normal detonator contain ammonium nitrate, glonoine, TNT which all can 
change the soil and water (lake and precipitation) PH value. During and after the 
bombing, some noxious gases like sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrous oxide and 
litharge with some metal atomy. (J.Austin 2000)   
 
In biological, certainly the biomass and organism in local area will be directly 
damaged especially depleted uranium (DU) applied. But the indirect impacts will 
occur through the ecological interaction, such as food chain broken, gene mutation, 
bio-transformation, bio-accumulated, bio-magnification, etc. For instance, the toxicant 
and radio contamination in the ground water and soils, which produced in a conflict or 
a war, can be absorbed by the vegetation and through the food chain to accumulate into 
the higher level in this region. According to the bio-pyramid law, these bad materials 
will be resorted by the top level. Furthermore, these toxicants also are possible to 
improve their toxicity because of the bio-transformation. The result normally will 
reflect on the gene mutation or species extinguishes which can lead food chain broken. 
13
 
 
THE CITY REGION 
In the city region, environmental damage also will occur after a war. Systematically, 
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we will introduce and analyze it through the physical, chemical, biological views.  
 
We will meet landform, soil, water, vegetation, air biomass etc. problems such as what 
mentioned before. And according to the Geneva Conversation “Article 56 of Protocol I 
to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 proscribes attacks on Works or installations 
containing dangerous forces, namely dams, dikes, and nuclear electrical generating 
stations shall not be made the object of attack, even where those objects are military 
objectives, if such attacks may cause the release of dangerous forces and consequent 
severe losses among the civilian population.”(A.Schwabach 2001)  In city region, the 
characteristic of heavy bombing consequence surely is the damage of human 
infrastructure such as electric power; water supply and sanitation; transportation; and 
communication networks. As a modem war, these objects usually hard to avoid being 
destroyed, and the consequence of it normally is trouble and burden especially the 
environmental effects which we have to face and deal with.  “For 78 days in 1999, 
NATO forces led by the United States bombed Yugoslavia, killing hundreds of its 
civilians and devastating its infrastructure badly.” (M.Cohn 1999) 
 
Figure: Vukovar after bombing in fall, 1991; Photo PRESS, Sarajevo, Vjesnik, Zagreb (The Pain of 
Ruins: Croatian Architecture under Siege, Ivan Zaknic, 1992 
 
And According to the International Red Cross “Heavy bombing of civilian targets 
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began in the Croatian panhandle towns of Vukovar, Karlovac, Vinkovci, Pakrac, 
Osijek, and Sarvas., by December 199 1 more than half million people had been 
displaced outside the boundaries of the old Yugoslavia in violation of the Geneva 
Convention.”(I.Zaknic 1992)  
 
As electric power, even we neglect the nuclear power factory, the exploding of an 
ordinary power station such as fuel and coal used also can bring a huge pollution for a 
city region even a rather wider extension than we imaged. For instance, in the gulf war, 
we can collect the dust of the oil burning in the Himalayas and the Arctic Circle.11 
Some industries as chemical farm also is a dangerous item which chose as military 
attacking target. For example, Belgrade in Yugoslavia, several chemical industries 
fired because of heaving bombing which lead serious empoison. “NATO’s 78-day 
bombing campaign caused severe damage to certain areas, particularly around the oil 
refinery, petrochemical, and fertilizer plant complex”(C.Bruch) But “the attacks on 
chemical facilities may not violate the letter of Article 56; they certainly violate its 
spirit.”(A.Schwabach 2001) 
12
 
13
 
Figure 4: Power plant exploded could bring huge damages. 
                                                           
11
 http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/tfacts81.html#bookmark02  Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
Division of Toxicology 
12
 http://www.indybay.org/uploads/2006/12/30/600nuclear.jpg 
13
 http://static.flickr.com/102/315055160_74ebbdb2b4_o.jpg 
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But in the micro area, the direct casualty affected by a power station exploding can be 
very fearful. Like the bomb sometimes only reflect as a primer because much more 
energy will be release during the boiler and fuel exploding. Furthermore, in chemical, 
the venomous gas and material will continue to damage and kill the local human being 
and life being. With the losing of the water supply and sanitation, pestilence, cholera 
and some homothetic epidemic can take thousands upon thousands life during and 
after a war. Such as the breakage of traffic system and communication is possible to 
expand the bad consequences because without the necessary basic supply, the succor 
process can hardly have the impacts in time and on time. And huge amount of waste 
such as city collapse building, which attacked by heavy bombing, should be cleaned up. 
It also is a bad consequence of heavy bombing in environment. 
 
In additionally, if the depleted uranium (DU) penetrator applied in city conflicts the 
consequence of heavy bombing in local environment will be very dangerous though 
DU weapon still use as conventional armament based on the Geneva Conventions 
which will be presented and analyzed later. (W.Burkart 2002) 
 
Scientific classification Example  (the damage of 
war) 
Weather and Climate in90-91 Gulf war, smoke form 
oil well fire lead black rain in 
Iran and turkey as well (C.Bruch)  
Physical 
Soil condition in physical and 
vegetable 
In World War II, the Germans 
turned this tactic against 
the Dutch, deliberately flooding 
17 percent of Dutch territory 
with salt water because of 
ordering dikes opened to flood 
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Water source, human habitat, 
such as water and food supply 
living and industrial 
constructions 
transportation and 
communication 
The Coalition forces dropped a 
total of 88,500 tons of ordnance 
during the forty-three days of the 
Gulf War, much of which 
Targeted environmental 
infrastructure, such as sewage 
treatment plants. (C.Bruch) 
 
Air quality in chemical high temperatures and pressures 
with which the oil fires burned in 
Kuwait, leading to quickly rising 
smoke plumes and particulate 
dispersion 
Water quality in chemical samples revealed high levels of 
lead in Kuwait 
Several of NATO’s attacks, most 
notably the attack on the 
petrochemical complex at 
Pancevo, resulted in the release 
of stored toxic chemicals into the 
air and water. 
(A.Schwabach 2001) 
Chemical 
Soil quality in chemical Inadequate waste disposal during 
war that might entail long-term 
consequences. 
Macro 
organisms 
World War II, German Troops 
destroyed about half of the then 
95,000 strong reindeer 
population. 
Biological 
 
Species 
Micro 
organisms 
Colombian rebels have detonated 
petroleum pipelines, spilling 
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Species ecological interaction  millions of barrels of crude oil 
into rivers, contaminating 
drinking and irrigation water, 
killing fish and other wildlife, 
contributing to forest fires and 
oil pollution, sterilizing soil, and 
harming riverside communities. 
 
Making a example case of Persian Gulf War of 1991 to identify the relation between 
war and environmental damages incorporate the physical, chemical and biological 
aspects.  
 
MAJOR REFLECTS TO THE DESERT ECOSYSTEM IN KUWAIT BY 
DESTROYED OIL WELL AND MACHINERY (JURGEN BRAUER, 2000, P. 
3-4) 
1991 Kuwaiti Oil fires: There are about 613 oil fires in 9 months, 60 millions of barrels 
oil released, formed 246 oil lakes, 1,500 km of Gulf coast affected, and 49km^2 of 
smoke plumes remote by aerial photographs. 
 
Major reflects to the desert ecosystem in Kuwait by destroyed oil well 
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Oil spills from the Persian Gulf not only killed approximate ten thousands of marine 
birds, but also injure the migrating birds through this region. The Toxicity also 
threatened to marine mammals and turtles. Huge of petrochemical lakes were created 
from spilling of Kuwaiti Wells, which caused the soil was destroyed both in land 
surface and underground. .the oil and toxicity penetrated and drained to the sea caused 
the environment influences wider. 
The oil fires smoke may affect the respiratory, blood, and immune systems in all living 
beings. The primary victims might be, insects, birds and smaller mammals, and then 
affect to large animals even humans. (John L 1991) 
Destroyed 
oil well 
Oil spills Oil well fires 
Smoke Ash 
Block sun 
light & 
pollute air  
Soil,  
Marine  
Water 
(Freshwater, 
Ground 
Soil polluted 
Toxicity 
(Kill upper 
and 
Cover roll 
(Kill 
surface 
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Major reflects to the desert ecosystem in Kuwait by war machinery 
  
When the troops dig trenches and foxholes, or the heavy tanks, trucks and other large 
military vehicles across the desert area in which will crush and compact the desert soil, 
in some degree district the cultivated land, thereby indirect caused that loss of seed 
bank, forage and cultivated productions. Thus, potential possibly increase the 
occurrences of dust and sandstorms.  
The waste during the war probably becomes to long-term environment problem. Some 
recyclable food containers, plastic bottles, cans, and junks etc might be buried in the 
desert soil. (Jurgen Brauer, 2000, P.6- 9) 
 
War 
Machiner
y 
Trenches 
and 
Foxholes 
Heavy 
Tanks or 
other War 
Ammo and 
Unexploded    
Mines 
Waste 
Vegetatio
n 
Water 
Soil 
Vegetatio
n 
Wildlife 
Soil 
Vegetatio
Energy 
resource 
Wildlife 
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INFLUENCE OF AIR QUALITY IN IRAQ WAR 
After Iraq war June 1991 shortly, high concentrate smoke released to the atmosphere 
by burning oil well. Global aware those toxicity smoke could extremely damage the 
environment, an international green peace research team try to take air samples using 
special equipments supplied by the US National Center for Atmospheric 
Research(NCAR) that remained in Kuwait and along the Saudi Arabian gulf areas. 
(Jurgen Brauer, 2000) 
 
At first the phenomenon fears people that the oil fire smoke release to the atmosphere 
could reach jet stream heights, and the smoke could also be transported globally up that 
height, the released smoke could reached between 10,000 and 12,000 feet, at most 
rising to 22,000 feet. (Jurgen Brauer, 2000) The samples were measured from august 
to September 1991, which includes Nitrogen oxides(NO,NO2,NO3), sulphur 
dioxide(SO2), carbon monoxide(CO) and ozone(O3). The result shows that ground 
pollution was effected by the oil well smoke. Dust samples also existing high 
concentrated, some other chemicals such like cadmium and vanadium were also found 
in the atmosphere. 
 
LAW OF WAR TO ENVIRONMENT IMPACTS 
This chapter will give an overview of the international law relate to environmental 
impacts and protection during the wartime. Although people make great efforts to 
protect the environment during the warfare since ancient times; also we still can find 
deficiencies in existing laws. It’s really important we extremely respect to existing law 
that need to be kept in mind. Ensure of what needs to be done of international law to 
protect environmental wartime. 
 
By far, large amount of people consider the environmental effect of warfare regarding 
the law and legal issues. Hugo Grotius is one of the broadest Dutch polymaths; he 
considered the war with his magisterial “On the law of War and Peace”, published in 
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1625. He said: “First do not destroy anything in areas you occupy and enemy does not. 
Second do not destroy anything when it appears that victory is likely and imminent. 
Third, do not destroy anything the enemy can obtain from somewhere else. Fourth, do 
not destroy anything the enemy cannot use to wage war. Finally, man-made 
objects…are to be treated in accordance wit the first four principles” (D. Stephen, 
1996)  
 
Although people start concern and think about the environment effects by the war in 
earlier time, it is no specifically international law to protect the natural environment 
during the warfare until the 1977 the environmental modification convention 
(ENMOD) which intends to limit modification of using of weapons to the natural 
environment during the war. Convention ratifies the protocol forbid to use weapons 
that will cause “widespread, long-lasting and severe” environmental effects.  
 
Two wars are particular led of war in turn. The first strong global concern about the 
environmental protection of warfare is during and after Vietnam War. This interact to 
the first global environmentalism Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment 
and contributed update and extend the humanitarian law of war (also called “Geneva 
law”) in the 1972, after long negotiations, the Geneva Protocol II is passed in 1977. 
 
The second war mentioned in the conference is Gulf War, and the influences of war to 
environment both from rationale and reality presented, also inflict Iraq punitive harm 
on environmental aspects characterized as environmental terrorism. Destroy from air 
has been the main relating weaponry of mass destruction. This conference also 
represented UN auspices successfully controlled Iraq by different countries assistants. 
(R. Falk, 1992) 
  
Deficiencies in existing laws 
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As the conflicts always exist between the environmental protection and the military 
activities, the main deficiencies of international law of war concern to the 
environmental protection is interacted on military activities. 
 
To an important condition, military activities in order to reach necessities and 
subjectivities are felt across the extent of issues addressed by the law of war, but this 
condition is granted, because of the persisting status of war in international relations 
and the abiding influence of military expediency are upon the frameworks of low 
constraint. (R. Falk, 1992) 
 
On the other hand, the law has the deficiencies and weaknesses itself. Such as, the 
ENMOD does not offer a precise definition of terms “widespread, long-lasting and 
severe”. (Westing Arthur H, 1993) And the complaint procedure and outcome are 
subjected by the U.N. Security Council. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C A S E  A N A L Y S I S  
According to the problem formulation set before, we will choose several cases to do 
the analyses. These cases could be analyzing the environment consequence of one 
typical exploder using; an assessment of the environment damage after a war; some 
possibilities of the environmental polluted consequence leaded by weapon producing. 
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TRINITROTOLUENE (TNT) 
“Trinitrotoluene (TNT) was invented in 1863 by a German chemist named Joseph 
Wilbrand. First used in 1905, in a war between Russia and Japan.14 Ttrinitrotoluene 
TNTcommonly can be described as a .yellow, 
odorless solid which does not occur naturally in the 
environment but “can be produced by the nitration of 
toluene by HNO3. TNT is moderate toxicity and In 
normal condition TNT is insoluble in water but 
dissolve in acetone and benzene.”15  It is normally 
known as TNT and is an explosive chose in military shells, grenades, and bombs. 
“Trinitrotoluene (TNT) is a yellow organic compound with 
a chemical formula of C6H2 (NO2)3CH3. It is stable in its 
standard form, does not react with metals or absorb water, 
resists friction, and requires a detonator (alkali metals) to set 
it off.”(15) TNT is “synthesized by nitrating toluene with a 
mixture of sulfuric and nitric acid to produce a waste acid. 
This waste acid is then used for the initial step of the 
reaction that proceeds in industrial use.” The reason TNT will be mainly used as an 
explosive because it can rapidly change its physical state from a solid into an 
expanding gas what we will describe and analyses later. “TNT has a melting point of 
354K (82 degree C) and explodes at a temperature higher than 240°C.”16 So TNT will 
not decompose below 240 degree C. This means that there is no dangerous of 
explosion when melted and then poured into casts. 
 “The density of TNT is 1.654g/cm. Its specific combustion rate is 4.184MJ/kg.” (15) 
All these physical attribute and properties let trinitrotoluene become easy and safe to 
be melted, installed, placed and transported. This is one reason that TNT have been 
                                                           
14
 http://dopamine.chem.umn.edu/chempedia/index.php/TNT  TNT Jessilyn Huxford, Samnang Chhim, Robert 
Heilig, Keyla Herbenson, Rich Hibbard, and Brian Dobson 2007 
15
 http://www.3dchem.com/molecules.asp?ID=226#  TNT introduction Update by Karl Harrison 2006 
16
 http://www.britannica.com/eb/article-82388?tocId=82388  Definition of TNT 
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extensively used, and the Trinitrotoluene reaction processing which we mentioned 
before could be the next one 
  The chemical formulation of TNT (15) 
From the chemical formulation we can find: during the react, the oxygen atoms will 
combine with hydrogen and carbon atoms, the result is producing carbon 
monoxide(CO), water(H2O), and the nitrogen atoms(N2)will be freed and nitrogen gas 
is released after the proceeding. In this whole transformation, the reagent is come from 
a compact solid change to some cloud of gas product with a powerful explosion. So it 
means the product after TNT bombing will not bring too much detrimental impacts on 
the environment. But trinitrotoluene (TNT) can do the environmental damage before 
or after the react. In below, we will build a table to analyses it. 
 
Damage Intended/no 
intended/ind
etermination 
Time 
horizon 
Target 
(physical/chemical/biological) 
Heat intended immediat
e 
Physical/chemical/biological 
Pressure 
(shockwave) 
intended immediat
e 
Physical/biological 
Toxicant indeterminati
on 
Immediat
e/short/lo
Physical/Chemical/biological 
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ng term 
exploded 
(after delay) 
intended Short/lon
g term 
Physical/chemical/biological 
Unexploded 
(environmen
t) 
No intended Short/lon
g term 
Chemical/biological 
Unexploded 
(human) 
No intended Short/lon
g term 
Chemical/Biological 
 
Such as the damage of heat, shockwave, both are easy to be understood if you have 
played firework before. So these two results of bombing can be described as intended, 
immediate. The difference between each, only is heat may have the possibility to harm 
some chemical material or through several chemical reaction to do the destroying. 
Certainly, during and after the TNT exploding, some toxicant will be released, much 
noxiousness will be not only the product of the reaction we wrote beyond, but some 
extra products belong to some additional reaction and reagent. We can image, these 
excess reaction normally will occur at high temperature and high pressure because the 
bombing, so it means we can hardly control the situations and conditions of these react. 
So we fill indetermination in the table.  As an outcome, some toxicant will be 
produced after these extra reactions even from stabile elements. Due to different 
toxicant have diverse detoxify-period, so in time horizon, we use immediate, short and 
long term to fill the table. For instance, the yellow odorless powder will lead headaches 
and skin irritation when it absorbed directly in skin or respiration; in short and long 
term, TNT will arose some disease such as anemia, pearl eye, abnormal liver function, 
withal, there is a possibility that TNT may be a human carcinogen. 
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Furthermore this toxicant will destroy the physical, chemical and biomass in our 
knowledge. Some Toxicant will not only do the damage on the life-form, but the low 
and high PH value will also demolish something else. On the other side, if the heavy 
bombing is unexploded, it will destroy the environment and human habitat and 
infrastructure in a rather longer period no matter the detonating fuse is still workable or 
not.  
Some unexploded trinitrotoluene (TNT) will enter the environment in waste waters 
and solid wastes after war. The left unexploded TNT will rapidly break down into 
other chemical compounds because of sunlight, and it will be more slowly to be broken 
down by microorganisms in water and sediment. By infiltrating, it will move into the 
underground-water from the surface. Any compound what enters the water and break 
down further smaller will be absorbed by fish or plant life. It means some of them have 
the possibility to accumulate in fish and plants trough food-web. There are four main 
ways someone can become exposed to TNT: “drinking contaminated water, breathing 
contaminated air, eating contaminated foods and eating contaminated soil.”17 
DEPLETED URANIUM (DU) 
“According to a statement by NATO Secretary-General Lord Robertson, some 31,000 
rounds of DU ammunition were used throughout Kosovo during the 11 weeks of 
Operation Allied Force. The total amount of depleted uranium dropped during the 
conflict to a little less than 10 metric tons.”(H.Franzen 2001) “About 10,800 DU 
rounds (approximately 3 tons of DU) were fired during NATO air strikes in 
Bosnia–Herzegovina in 1994 and 1995, mainly around Sarajevo.”(A.Bleise 2002) 
 
 
                                                           
17  http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/tfacts81.html#bookmark02  Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
Division of Toxicology 
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Properties of uranium 
“Uranium is a heavy, silvery-white, ductile and slightly paramagnetic metal, which is 
pyrophoric when finely divided.” (A.Bleise 2002) “Metallic uranium (including DU) is 
65% more dense than lead (density of 19g/cm3), has a high melting point (1132 C)” 
There are three isotopes 238U, 235U, and 234U, which all are radioactive and have the 
same number of protons (92). It means the three uranium isotopes all have same 
chemical properties but different number of neutrons. As a radioisotope, each of them 
has different half-life and specific activity. 
  
Table presents Characteristics of uranium isotopes in natural uranium (A.Bleise 2002) 
 
Based on the table we can find a regulation in this group. With the increasing of 
numbers of neutrons, the half-life will be rising but radioactivity will be decreasing 
relevantly. The longer of the half-life, the lower the specific activity it is. 
238U has the longest half-life in 4.47×109 years, the highest relative mass around 
99.3% and the lowest specific activity almost 12.455 (Becquerel) Bq/g. 
235U is in a medium level in three subjects and it will be used to produce the fuel for 
nuclear reactors and in nuclear weapons because only it can be fissile in the three 
isotopes.  
 
RADIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM 
Uranium isotopes can emit alpha particles, “namely positively charged ions composed 
of two protons and two neutrons.” (A.Bleise 2002) The penetration range is low 
relevant to the energy of Alpha particle which is “5MeV about 20 times higher than 
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that of x-rays or gamma rays," (H.Franzen 2001): “approximately 4 cm in air and only 
about 50 um in soft tissue” (A.Bleise 2002)  
This is the reason that most alpha particle radiation hazard is internal because it is 
difficult to penetrate into superficial of human skin. “The skin varies in thickness from 
0.5 mm on the eyelids to 4 mm or more on the palms and soles”18 When uranium 
isotopes decay to other radioactivity elements, “beta and gamma radiation is emitted. 
Beta particles have greater ability to penetrate the skin than alpha particles. Gamma 
rays are extremely penetrating and can present both an internal and external hazard” 
(A.Bleise 2002) 
 
DEPLETED URANIUM AND DU MILITARY APPLICATION 
Normally Depleted uranium (DU) can be described as a flotsam after the concentrating 
of U235. “Depleted uranium (DU), a waste product of uranium enrichment, DU 
content of 235U is about one-third of its original value (0.2–0.3%).” (A.Bleise 2002) 
 
 
Table Comparison between the activity of natural uranium and DU (0.2% 235 U) 
(A.Bleise 2002) 
 
19As the result of the table shows, the total radioactivity of 
DU is 14.80 Bq/mg, which is around 60% of the natural. It 
means DU has a rather lower radioactivity, so “Depleted 
                                                           
18 http://hypertextbook.com/facts/2001/IgorFridman.shtml 
 
19
 Picture Reference: http://news.163.com/06/0814/10/2OFQT9EP00011235.html 
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uranium weapons are regarded as conventional weapons” (A.Bleise 2002).which can 
be an excuse for military can use it. Since 1970, the US Army has begun researching 
the use of depleted uranium metal because of the high dense and low cost. “In military, 
DU was applied as armor-piercing ammunition. In usual, DU will be used to produce 
penetrator instead of tungsten (density 19.3 g/cm3).” (J.Dreyer 2000) although DU is a 
rather good metal of penetrator, it still is a radioactivity metal 
 
When DU penetrator ammunition attacks the correct target such as tank, it will ignite 
because of high temperature and relatively low melting point. This will improve the 
pierces heavy armor ability “characterized by a small, round entry hole”.(A.Bleise 
2002) But as a result, it will form a quantity of aerosol and “Aerosol formation is 
enhanced if the penetrator breaks up and melts”. (A.Bleise 2002) And in normal, the 
heavier and the harder the armor, the much more aerosol 
will form. Further more, after an attack, the DU particles 
will react with oxygen and the oxidized DU product will 
accumulate on the ground and other surface.   
  
On the other side, When DU penetrator miss the target and affect some soft such as 
clay, sand or water, it can enter the ground and remaining intact for a rather long 
period.                               
 
With some natural activities such as the infiltration, weathering and solubilization, the 
DU dust will contaminate the local environment as groundwater, soil, etc. Moreover, 
Wind and water will redistribute the DU dust, so the polluting will expanded if without 
enough depleted uranium cleanup in environment. 
 
 
THE DAMAGES OF THE DEPLETED URANIUM 
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The chemical toxicity and radiological toxicity of depleted uranium has been assessed 
several times. DU has been repeatedly claimed to be the cause of “cancer, leukemia 
and other health effects among troops, local populations 
and other personnel of humanitarian organizations, who 
were present at locations where DU ammunition had been 
used during conflicts.” (A.Bleise 2002) And depleted 
uranium also will lead procreation, up growth and 
immunity issues such as oaf and habitual abortion increasing. Usually, there are two 
types’ damages of the depleted uranium: “external exposure and internal exposure 
which include ingestion, inhalation and contaminated wounds or embedded 
fragments.” (W.Clark 2002) 
 
External exposure 
According to the Radiological properties of uranium, in normal situation, only the 
gamma and beta particle contribute to external dose because that the penetration range 
of alpha particle only about 50 um in soft tissue much lower than the skin normal 
varies in thickness(0.5mm-4mm). External exposure ordinarily occurs when conflicts 
generated. Deleted uranium’ Aerosols and fragment touching is the most possibility to 
the external one. The damage most will come from the skin direct contact. So the limited 
condition shows external exposure is rather not a serious damage. 
 
INTERNAL EXPOSURE 
Because internal exposure impact directly in the human or other organics insider, it is 
much more dangers than the external exposure. Alpha particle will harm body cell 
directly which have a high possibility to destroy DNA greatly. In usual, there are three 
possibilities that internal exposure of DU can generate: ingestion, inhalation and 
Embedded fragments or contaminated wounds 
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Ingestion (food and water) 
Ingestion means “Uranium is absorbed into the blood, carried and retained in body 
tissues and organs. Once absorbed, uranium forms soluble complexes with bicarbonate, 
citrate, or proteins.” (A.Bleise 2002) 
 
There are two possibilities, direct and indirect. Direct ingestion can be a possibility of 
handing and taking contaminated soil and water, especially children activities. “Uptake 
of uranium with drinking water is one of the major ways of incorporation of natural 
uranium Contamination of drinking water with DU can be caused by DU dust, 
fragments or penetrators buried in soil” (A.Bleise 2002)  
 
Indirect can be considered as an ingestion of DU contaminated soil or water through a 
pathway(food) that could be vegetable, fruit, cattle and poultry because of the food 
chain effects.  
 
Inhalation (aerosol) 
“Inhalation of dust is considered the major pathway for DU exposure both in combat 
and non-combat situations.” (A.Bleise 2002) “Aerosol is the major contamination and 
pollution of depleted uranium activities”, NATO said. (M.Cohn 2002) In inhalation, 
the alpha particles would be playing an important role. Although alpha particle can not 
impact the health in external because of the short penetration range, it will do harm 
significant when you inhaled aerosol full of DU contamination.  
 
DU Particle will impact lung through breathing and reach the bottom parts of lung. 
Further more, because of the fire and melting, some uranium oxides will be formed 
which “have a low solubility, making the chemical toxicity to humans less important 
than the radio toxicity.” (A.Bleise 2002)  “Once you take the uranium into biological 
fluids, and then uranium mostly goes to the liver, bones and kidneys.” And will cause 
“Thyroid disorders, leukemia, cancer” (H.Franzen 2001)  
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Embedded fragments or contaminated wounds (mainly for soldiers) 
“Wound contamination can occur during combat activities or later in the unlikely case 
of accidental bruising of skin on contaminated surfaces.” (A.Bleise 2002) This 
possibility can be a continued impact of external exposure. Wounds let depleted 
uranium affect organic directly. So in this case, alpha particle can pollute in both 
chemical and radioactivity. 
 
For instance: “Sixty-two American soldiers, wounded with DU shrapnel when their 
tanks or armored vehicles were hit by friendly fire during the Gulf War, were studied 
for the effects of embedded fragments of DU shrapnel in their bodies. It was shown 
that the DU metal slowly solubilizes in the body fluids, and that several years after the 
war, blood and urine levels of uranium are elevated by up to two orders of magnitude” 
(A.Bleise 2002) 
 
Damage Intended/no 
intended/indet
ermination 
Time 
horizon 
Target 
(physical/chemical/biological) 
Heat intended immediate Physical/chemical/biological 
Pressure 
(shockwave) 
intended immediate Physical/biological 
penetrates intended immediate physical 
Toxicant in 
radioactivity 
No intended Immediate
/short/long 
term 
biological 
Toxicant in 
chemical 
No intended Immediate
/short/long 
term 
biological 
External 
exposure 
no intended Immediate
/short/long 
biological 
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term 
Internal 
expose(inges
tion) 
No intended Immediate
/short/long 
term 
biological 
Internal 
expose(inhal
ation) 
No intended Immediate
/short/long 
term 
biological 
Internal 
expose(Embe
dded 
fragments or 
contaminated 
wounds) 
intended Immediate
/short/long 
term 
biological 
 
According to classification, we made this table in order to analyze the damage of 
depleted uranium further. Such as heat and pressure we consider they are the normal 
damage when a heavy bombing occurs. Penetrate surely is the most important reason 
that DU applied in military. DU penetrator can be produced instead of tungsten 
because of high dense, low melting point with pyrophoric ability and low price. As the 
period of penetration is very short so we use “immediate” to describe it. The correct 
target attacked by DU penetrator usually is heavy armor such as tank in physical.  
 
The chemical and radio-activity toxicity, we think both of them are intended because 
not only the foeman and local uncertain population but also the own soldiers will be 
threatened when they present the area. Especially it will last an extraordinary long 
periods which calculated by billions years. Outcome, the battalions, local populations 
and other personnel as Red Cross staffs, who were present at the area where Depleted 
uranium ammunition used all will be harmed. We use immediate, short term and long 
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term to fill the table because the damage start from the DU penertrator bombing and 
which could be continue until 4.5 billion years. 
 
The table above shows that external and internal exposures in three types all belong to 
the no intended, occurring in whole time horizon and impacts on biological targets 
except the “Embedded fragments or contaminated wounds”. Our opinion, the last type 
of internal exposure could be an intended activity because most harm should happed in 
foeman. Although it can not bring casualty immediate or in a short time, it is possible 
to decrease the enemy morale deeply. 
 
INTERVIEW WITH DANISH DEFENSE ACADEMY 
On 14th December, our group visited Danish Defense Academy; the purpose of this 
interview with one officer in the academy is that after understanding theoretical 
knowledge about environmental problems of warfare and combine with empirical 
experiences.  Denmark has favorable international environmental protection credit, 
but we all know that war could bring damages to environment. So how does Denmark 
organize and deal with the relations between war and environment? Expert Heidi 
Steffensen from Danish defense academy will give us some answers below. Through 
the content of interview most is the questions and discussions about the war and 
environment. And some questions also touch upon the legal impacts on the war or 
conflicts. We get more knowledge of the bad impacts after wars and conflicts, 
especially the damage of the depleted uranium weapon applied. Following is some of 
the questions we asked. 
 
Bomb test could affect civilian  
There’re both national and international specific environment protection 
requirements to regulate weather the country could do the bomb test, and what 
kind bomb test could include or not include. And all of this depend on where the 
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county will test the bomb, for instance if they test the bomb on their own land, 
even the test influence the environment or even disobey the international 
environmental protection laws, the government will sign bomb test permission if 
they really want that bomb be test and invented. But if they do the bomb test on 
another state territory, like island or other 3rd country where comes the issue both 
the national or international environmental protection requirements. Obviously at 
peacetime both of these 2 bomb test situations will be concerned because they all 
could bring pollutions of air, soil, or water, but a environmental lawyer need to be 
find exactly and charge these environmental crime. 
 
How efficiency some laws and Convention impact on the war consequences 
especially on environment? 
 
There are several laws all will limit the adverse impacts. Such as Geneva Convention 
limit the weapon type used and the target chose, in order to protect the environments 
and health. And the protection is not only a legal issue, but also an interaction with 
science and economic tools.  
 
Solve situations after warfare 
From the previously introduce, war could bring the damages no matter the nature 
environment or human live environment, such like the deep impacts on infrastructure 
or the importance power plant, water supply plant, electric power plant etc. But how 
does government will solve the war wound after the war end.  
 
Danish military advisors will make sure that Danish military forces not to out and do 
something related to the environment that will be illegal. For instance, the war between 
Israel and Lebanon last year, and electro power plant which caught fire then release the 
oil to the ocean which is really expense damage, if they need technical support the 
Danish government will sent to them. 
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If military forces use the weapon, it will course the long term wide spread 
consequences to the civilians or the social public infrastructures, which would be 
considered as war crime. The environmental protection law modified in 1977, and 
around 100 countries has signed the papers, aim at individual case of environmental 
crime, after investigation of the war crime will be prosecute afterward flowing the 
environmental laws. International law court will put more pressure on the law to 
control the military behaviors. So if some countries don’t buy the agreements, then it’s 
the question of international law. That means if Danish soldiers did some related to 
environmental harmerful damages, then it’s the questions of Danish national law. 
 
Are there any interactions between the damage of environment and war?  
 
It is no doubt that the two items are related. For instance, war will bring damage. 
Excessive war or conflicts’ damage surely will directly lead some issues as 
environmental resources waster in rebuilt and refugee population which threaten the 
local unstable peace surroundings. The result will be leading to a vicious cycle of 
further conflict and environmental damage is not only in this area but also the global 
because of the butterfly effects. Limitation of resource and energy clearly is one of the 
reasons for conflicts. 
Environmental laws 
There’re 2 different aspects of environmental law, there’s one way they talked about 
the environmental law of employee intern what kind of the soldiers actually be what 
kind of situation could be put out such like the oil well in Iraq has potential pollutions 
to the soldiers health. So Danish government collect air sample and soil samples and 
estimate weather the soldiers will be sick, that’s the law for protecting the soldiers get 
enter that. For instance, the law regulates soldiers to clean their weapons with gloves in 
order not to get cancer. 
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D I S C U S S I O N   
After the above analysis, we found the several consequences of the heavy bombing on 
environment in physical, chemical and biological with the attitude and time horizon 
items. During collecting some journals and auricles, we read several different 
environmental consequences assessments in some conflicts and wars. For example, the 
Kosovo conflicts, the answer from NATO is “A report by the United Nations 
Environment Programs (UNEP) later found that the Kosovo conflict has not caused an 
environmental catastrophe affecting the Balkans region as a whole,” (A.Schwabach 
2001) Some others report said there is contaminated on environmental as we wrote 
above. Why there is the huge discrepancy? We consider there could be some reasons in 
the following: 
 
The equipment and person ability 
As a correct scientific assessment, it certainly needs a larger number of research 
instruments. Such as the weather, soil, air, water, vegetation and biomass sampling 
each data should exactly record and collected at least. But during the wartime, it will 
difficult to promise all the equipments can be used in general. As a result, there will be 
error in the assessments. Further more normally the assessments needs some 
professional scientist and their assistants still, especially some complex- subjects’ 
professor. But in wartime researching, it needs bravery also.  
 
Impacted by others items 
The world is an interactive world. During a war, it is difficult for you to collect some 
samples very ideal because the results also will be impacted by some other items. For 
instance, an air condition sample could be affect by bombing. But different weapon 
have different effects and different time will lead different results. The sample at least 
affected by weapon types, time horizon, landform and natural item. So this also could 
be a reason that increases the error. Normally in an assessment, we need baseline data 
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to compare the several samples, to find a correct result. But unfortunately, some area 
such as Iraq, it is really difficult for you to find a nice baseline in your requirements. So 
the assessment will have some data error. This also could be a possibility in our 
opinion. As the Gulf war, the report from the department of USA decency could have 
some mistakes, why some USA organization can not?   
 
Environmental damages liable  
Who has the determining liable of the war on the environmental effects? Of course, in 
Iraq of the Golf war, the military activities make a large burden to the natural 
environment, but does Saddam have the liability rather more than his militaries. In the 
wilder consider, should the (western) weapons manufacturers be related? Finally, the 
long-drawn status of war in international relations and the military expediency are 
upon the low constraint. Therefore, it’s difficult to enforce by the law. It’s not only 
about the enforcement costly; it might breed resentment in such degree and breaks out 
the war all over again. (in case of the new Iraq war break out in 2003)  
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C O N C L U S I O N  
The growing global realization of warfare damages to the environment, after the war 
no matter Kosovo conflict, Iraq war or Iwo Jima island forestall war and Vietnam war, 
people received painful lessons and environmental consequences of warfare. The 
newest international warfare law to the environmental was modified in 1997 which 
need to be modifying to adapt modern wars. We also need to aware that the most 
natural environmental impacts are not only the warfare, but also the peace time 
commerce. 
 
Gulf War oil wells burning disposed to ocean that increased seawater temperatures 
which could influence the reproduction of ocean organisms in the following years; 
damages to buildings, infrastructures, loss of human being lives, health or natural 
environment health characterized direct, indirect or short term, long term effect. For 
instance, there was an investigation presented that for the 28 days period in 1991 the 
total amount of oil well fires in Kuwaiti area equal to the daily US oil consumption. 
(J.Brauer 2000) Therefore, from one side people need to regulate modern wars then at 
the other side social commerce also need to be concern. 
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